Vulnerability Summary for the Week of July 5, 2021
The vulnerabilities are based on the CVE vulnerability naming standard and are organized according to severity, determined by
the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) standard. The division of high, medium, and low severities correspond to the
following scores:
• High - Vulnerabilities will be labeled High severity if they have a CVSS base score of 7.0 - 10.0
• Medium - Vulnerabilities will be labeled Medium severity if they have a CVSS base score of 4.0 - 6.9
• Low - Vulnerabilities will be labeled Low severity if they have a CVSS base score of 0.0 - 3.9
Entries may include additional information provided by organizations and efforts sponsored by Ug-CERT. This information may
include identifying information, values, definitions, and related links. Patch information is provided when available. Please note that
some of the information in the bulletins is compiled from external, open source reports and is not a direct result of Ug-CERT analysis.

High Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

artware_cms_project -artware_cms

ARTWARE CMS parameter of image upload
function does not filter the type of upload files
which allows remote attackers can upload arbitrary
files without logging in, and further execute code
unrestrictedly.

beardev -- joomsport

The joomsport_md_load AJAX action of the
JoomSport WordPress plugin before 5.1.8,
registered for both unauthenticated and
unauthenticated users, unserialised user input from
the shattr POST parameter, leading to a PHP Object
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2021-0706
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7.5
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CONFIRM
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Injection issue. Even though the plugin does not
have a suitable gadget chain to exploit this, other
installed plugins could, which might lead to more
severe issues such as RCE

commscope -ruckus_iot_controller

An issue was discovered in CommScope Ruckus IoT
Controller 1.7.1.0 and earlier. There are Hard-coded
System Passwords that provide shell access.

commscope -ruckus_iot_controller

An issue was discovered in CommScope Ruckus IoT
Controller 1.7.1.0 and earlier. The Web Application
allows Arbitrary Read/Write actions by
authenticated users. The API allows an HTTP POST
of arbitrary content into any file on the filesystem as
root.

commscope -ruckus_iot_controller

An issue was discovered in CommScope Ruckus IoT
Controller 1.7.1.0 and earlier. There are
Unauthenticated API Endpoints.

2021-0707

2021-0707

2021-0707

10

CVE202133218
MISC
MISC

9

CVE202133217
MISC
MISC

7.5

CVE202133221
MISC
MISC

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

commscope -ruckus_iot_controller

An issue was discovered in CommScope Ruckus IoT
Controller 1.7.1.0 and earlier. There are Hard-coded
Web Application Administrator Passwords for the
admin and nplus1user accounts.

commscope -ruckus_iot_controller

An issue was discovered in CommScope Ruckus IoT
Controller 1.7.1.0 and earlier. An Undocumented
Backdoor exists, allowing shell access via a
developer account.

djangoproject -- django

Django 3.1.x before 3.1.13 and 3.2.x before 3.2.5
allows QuerySet.order_by SQL injection if order_by
is untrusted input from a client of a web application.

just-safe-set_project -- justsafe-set

Prototype pollution vulnerability in ‘just-safe-set’
versions 1.0.0 through 2.2.1 allows an attacker to
cause a denial of service and may lead to remote
code execution.
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2021-0707

2021-0707
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7.5

CVE202133219
MISC
MISC

7.5

CVE202133216
MISC
MISC

7.5

CVE202135042
MISC
CONFIRM
MISC
CONFIRM

7.5

CVE202125952
MISC
MISC

Primary
Vendor -- Product

kaseya -- vsa

Description

Kaseya VSA before 9.5.7 allows credential
disclosure, as exploited in the wild in July 2021.
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7.5

CVE202130116
MISC
MISC
MISC

7.5

CVE202136128
MISC
MISC
MISC

mediawiki -- mediawiki

An issue was discovered in the CentralAuth
extension in MediaWiki through 1.36. Autoblocks
for CentralAuth-issued suppression blocks are not
properly implemented.

mediawiki -- mediawiki

An issue was discovered in the AbuseFilter
extension in MediaWiki through 1.36. If the
MediaWiki:Abusefilter-blocker message is invalid
within the content language, the filter user falls back
to the English version, but that English version could
also be invalid on a wiki. This would result in a fatal
error, and potentially fail to block or restrict a
potentially nefarious user.

2021-0702

7.5

CVE202136126
MISC
MISC

microsoft -- windows_10

Windows Print Spooler Remote Code Execution
Vulnerability

2021-0702

9

CVE2021-

2021-0702
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34527
MISC

ninjateam -video_downloader_for_tiktok

Server-side request forgery in the Video Downloader
for TikTok (aka downloader-tiktok) plugin 1.3 for
WordPress lets an attacker send crafted requests
from the back-end server of a vulnerable web
application via the njt-tk-download-video parameter.
It can help identify open ports, local network hosts
and execute command on services

2021-0707

phplist -- phplist

Remote Code Execution vulnerability in phplist
3.5.1. The application does not check any file
extensions stored in the plugin zip file, Uploading a
malicious plugin which contains the php files with
extensions like PHP,phtml,php7 will be copied to
the plugins directory which would lead to the remote
code execution

2021-0706

profilepress -- wp-user-avatar

A vulnerability in the file uploader component found
in the ~/src/Classes/FileUploader.php file of the
ProfilePress WordPress plugin made it possible for
users to upload arbitrary files during user
registration or during profile updates. This issue
affects versions 3.0.0 - 3.1.3. .

2021-0707

7.5

CVE202024142
MISC

7.5

CVE202022249
MISC

7.5

CVE202134624
MISC

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

profilepress -- wp-user-avatar

A vulnerability in the user registration component
found in the ~/src/Classes/RegistrationAuth.php file
of the ProfilePress WordPress plugin made it
possible for users to register on sites as an
administrator. This issue affects versions 3.0.0 3.1.3. .

2021-0707

profilepress -- wp-user-avatar

A vulnerability in the image uploader component
found in the ~/src/Classes/ImageUploader.php file of
the ProfilePress WordPress plugin made it possible
for users to upload arbitrary files during user
registration or during profile updates. This issue
affects versions 3.0.0 - 3.1.3. .

2021-0707

qsan -- sanos

Command injection vulnerability in QSAN XEVO,
SANOS allows remote unauthenticated attackers to
execute arbitrary commands.

2021-0707

qsan -- sanos

The QSAN SANOS setting page does not filter
special parameters. Remote attackers can use this
vulnerability to inject and execute arbitrary
commands without permissions.

2021-0707
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7.5

CVE202134621
MISC

7.5

CVE202134623
MISC

7.5

CVE202132529
CONFIRM

7.5

CVE202132533
CONFIRM
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qsan -- sanos

QSAN SANOS factory reset function does not filter
special parameters. Remote attackers can use this
vulnerability to inject and execute arbitrary
commands without permissions.

2021-0707

7.5

CVE202132534
CONFIRM

qsan -- sanos

The vulnerability of hard-coded default credentials
in QSAN SANOS allows unauthenticated remote
attackers to obtain administrator’s permission and
execute arbitrary functions.

2021-0707

7.5

CVE202132535
CONFIRM

qsan -- sanos

Use of MAC address as an authenticated password
in QSAN Storage Manager, XEVO, SANOS allows
local attackers to escalate privileges.

7.5

CVE202132521
CONFIRM

qsan -- storage_manager

The same hard-coded password in QSAN Storage
Manager's in the firmware allows remote attackers to
access the control interface with the administrator’s
credential, entering the hard-coded password of the
debug mode to execute the restricted system
instructions.

2021-0707

9

CVE202132525
CONFIRM

qsan -- storage_manager

Use of hard-coded cryptographic key vulnerability in
QSAN Storage Manager allows attackers to obtain
users’ credentials and related permissions.

2021-0707

7.5

2021-0707

CVE2021-
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32520
CONFIRM

qsan -- storage_manager

QuickInstall in QSAN Storage Manager does not
filter special parameters properly that allows remote
unauthenticated attackers to inject and execute
arbitrary commands.

qsan -- storage_manager

QsanTorture in QSAN Storage Manager does not
filter special parameters properly that allows remote
unauthenticated attackers to inject and execute
arbitrary commands.

2021-0707

qsan -- xevo

OS command injection vulnerability in Array
function in QSAN XEVO allows remote
unauthenticated attackers to execute arbitrary
commands via status parameter.

2021-0707

qsan -- xevo

OS command injection vulnerability in Init function
in QSAN XEVO allows remote attackers to execute
arbitrary commands without permissions.

2021-0707

2021-0707

7.5

CVE202132512
CONFIRM

7.5

CVE202132513
CONFIRM

7.5

CVE202132530
CONFIRM

7.5

CVE202132531
CONFIRM

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

record-like-deepassign_project -- record-likedeep-assign

All versions of package record-like-deep-assign are
vulnerable to Prototype Pollution via the main
functionality.

splinterware -system_scheduler

Splinterware System Scheduler Professional version
5.30 is subject to insecure folders permissions issue
impacting where the service 'WindowsScheduler'
calls its executable. This allow a non-privileged user
to execute arbitrary code with elevated privileges
(system level privileges as "nt authority\system")
since the service runs as Local System.

stockware -- motor

Lack of authentication or validation in
motor_load_more, motor_gallery_load_more,
motor_quick_view and motor_project_quick_view
AJAX handlers of the Motor WordPress theme
before 3.1.0 allows an unauthenticated attacker
access to arbitrary files in the server file system, and
to execute arbitrary php scripts found on the server
file system. We found no vulnerability for uploading
files with this theme, so any scripts to be executed
must already be on the server file system.
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2021-0706
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7.5

CVE202123402
CONFIRM
CONFIRM

7.2

CVE202131771
MISC
MISC
MISC

7.5

CVE202124375
MISC
CONFIRM
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Description

ts-nodash_project -- tsnodash

All versions of package ts-nodash are vulnerable to
Prototype Pollution via the Merge() function due to
lack of validation input.

zyxel -- usg1900_firmware

An authentication bypasss vulnerability in the webbased management interface of Zyxel USG/Zywall
series firmware versions 4.35 through 4.64 and USG
Flex, ATP, and VPN series firmware versions 4.35
through 5.01, which could allow a remote attacker to
execute arbitrary commands on an affected device.

Published

2021-0702

2021-0702
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7.5

CVE202123403
MISC
MISC

7.5

CVE202135029
MISC

Source &
Patch
Info

Medium Vulnerabilities
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d
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S
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e

accusoft -- imagegear

An integer overflow vulnerability exists in the
DICOM parse_dicom_meta_info functionality of
Accusoft ImageGear 19.9. A specially crafted

2021-0707

6.8

CVE2021-
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Publishe
d

CVS
S
Scor
e

malformed file can lead to a stack-based buffer
overflow. An attacker can provide a malicious file
to trigger this vulnerability.

alpinelinux -- aports

In the xrdp package (in branches through 3.14) for
Alpine Linux, RDP sessions are vulnerable to
man-in-the-middle attacks because pre-generated
RSA certificates and private keys are used.

apache -- druid

In the Druid ingestion system, the InputSource is
used for reading data from a certain data source.
However, the HTTP InputSource allows
authenticated users to read data from other sources
than intended, such as the local file system, with
the privileges of the Druid server process. This is
not an elevation of privilege when users access
Druid directly, since Druid also provides the Local
InputSource, which allows the same level of
access. But it is problematic when users interact
with Druid indirectly through an application that
allows users to specify the HTTP InputSource, but
not the Local InputSource. In this case, users
could bypass the application-level restriction by
passing a file URL to the HTTP InputSource.

Source &
Patch
Info

21807
MISC

2021-0705

2021-0702

4.3

CVE202136158
MISC

4

CVE202126920
MISC
MLIST
MLIST

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Publishe
d

apache -- jena_fuseki

A vulnerability in the HTML pages of Apache
Jena Fuseki allows an attacker to execute arbitrary
javascript on certain page views. This issue affects
Apache Jena Fuseki from version 2.0.0 to version
4.0.0 (inclusive).

2021-0705

chimpgroup -- foodbakery

The WP Foodbakery WordPress plugin before 2.2,
used in the FoodBakery WordPress theme before
2.2 did not properly sanitize the
foodbakery_radius parameter before outputting it
back in the response, leading to an unauthenticated
Reflected Cross-Site Scripting (XSS)
vulnerability.

cminds -cm_download_manager

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability in the CM
Download Manager (aka cm-download-manager)
plugin 2.7.0 for WordPress allows remote
attackers to inject arbitrary web script or HTML
via a crafted deletescreenshot action.

2021-0707

codemiq -wordpress_email_template_desig
ner

Cross-site request forgery (CSRF) vulnerability in
WordPress Email Template Designer - WP HTML
Mail versions prior to 3.0.8 allows remote

2021-0707

2021-0706

CVS
S
Scor
e

Source &
Patch
Info

4.3

CVE202133192
MISC

4.3

CVE202124389
CONFIR
M

4.3

CVE202024145
MISC
MISC

6.8

CVE202120779
MISC
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Publishe
d

CVS
S
Scor
e
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Patch
Info

attackers to hijack the authentication of
administrators via unspecified vectors.

MISC
MISC

commscope -ruckus_iot_controller

An issue was discovered in CommScope Ruckus
IoT Controller 1.7.1.0 and earlier. The API allows
Directory Traversal.

4

CVE202133215
MISC
MISC

commscope -ruckus_iot_controller

An issue was discovered in CommScope Ruckus
IoT Controller 1.7.1.0 and earlier. Hard-coded API
Keys exist.

4.6

CVE202133220
MISC
MISC

contempothemes -- real_estate_7

The WP Pro Real Estate 7 WordPress theme
before 3.1.1 did not properly sanitise the
ct_community parameter in its search listing page
before outputting it back in it, leading to a
reflected Cross-Site Scripting which can be
triggered in both unauthenticated or authenticated
user context

4.3

CVE202124387
CONFIR
M
MISC

2021-0707

2021-0707

2021-0706

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Publishe
d

deltaww -- dopsoft

Delta Electronics DOPSoft Versions 4.0.10.17 and
prior are vulnerable to an out-of-bounds read
while processing project files, which may allow an
attacker to disclose information.

2021-0702

deltaww -- dopsoft

Delta Electronics DOPSoft Versions 4.0.10.17 and
prior are vulnerable to an out-of-bounds read,
which may allow an attacker to execute arbitrary
code.

elecom -- wrc-300febk_firmware

WRC-300FEBK, WRC-F300NF, WRC733FEBK, WRH-300RD, WRH-300BK, WRH300SV, WRH-300WH, WRH-H300WH, WRHH300BK, WRH-300BK-S, and WRH-300WH-S
all versions allows an unauthenticated networkadjacent attacker to execute an arbitrary OS
command via unspecified vectors.

export_users_with_meta_project
-- export_users_with_meta

The Export Users With Meta WordPress plugin
before 0.6.5 did not escape the list of roles to
export before using them in a SQL statement in
the export functionality, available to admins,
leading to an authenticated SQL Injection.

2021-0702

2021-0707

2021-0706

CVS
S
Scor
e

Source &
Patch
Info

4.3

CVE202127455
MISC

6.8

CVE202127412
MISC

5.8

CVE202120739
MISC
MISC

6.5

CVE202124451
CONFIR
M

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

flask-user_project -- flask-user

This affects all versions of package Flask-User.
When using the make_safe_url function, it is
possible to bypass URL validation and redirect a
user to an arbitrary URL by providing multiple
back slashes such as /////evil.com/path or
\\\evil.com/path. This vulnerability is only
exploitable if an alternative WSGI server other
than Werkzeug is used, or the default behaviour of
Werkzeug is modified using
'autocorrect_location_header=False.

fluentforms -- contact_form

The WP Fluent Forms plugin < 3.6.67 for
WordPress is vulnerable to Cross-Site Request
Forgery leading to stored Cross-Site Scripting and
limited Privilege Escalation due to a missing
nonce check in the access control function for
administrative AJAX actions

fortinet -- fortiauthenticator

Usage of hard-coded cryptographic keys to
encrypt configuration files and debug logs in
FortiAuthenticator versions before 6.3.0 may
allow an attacker with access to the files or the
CLI configuration to decrypt the sensitive data, via
knowledge of the hard-coded key.

Publishe
d

2021-0705

2021-0707

2021-0706

CVS
S
Scor
e

Source &
Patch
Info

5.8

CVE202123401
MISC
MISC
MISC

6.8

CVE202134620
MISC
MISC

5

CVE202124005
CONFIR
M

Primary
Vendor -- Product

gitlab -- gitlab

gitlab -- gitlab

gitlab -- gitlab

Description

A cross-site request forgery vulnerability in the
GraphQL API in GitLab since version 13.12 and
before versions 13.12.6 and 14.0.2 allowed an
attacker to call mutations as the victim

An information disclosure vulnerability in GitLab
EE versions 13.10 and later allowed a user to read
project details

Client-Side code injection through Feature Flag
name in GitLab CE/EE starting with 11.9 allows a
specially crafted feature flag name to PUT
requests on behalf of other users via clicking on a
link

Publishe
d

2021-0707

2021-0707

2021-0706

CVS
S
Scor
e

Source &
Patch
Info

4.3

CVE202122224
MISC
CONFIR
M
MISC

4

CVE202122233
MISC
CONFIR
M

4.3

CVE202122223
CONFIR
M
MISC
MISC

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

gitlab -- gitlab

A reflected cross-site script vulnerability in
GitLab before versions 13.11.6, 13.12.6 and 14.0.2
allowed an attacker to send a malicious link to a
victim and trigger actions on their behalf if they
clicked it

gitlab -- gitlab

An issue has been discovered in GitLab affecting
all versions. Improper access control allows
unauthorised users to access project details using
Graphql.

gitlab -- gitlab

Improper code rendering while rendering merge
requests could be exploited to submit malicious
code. This vulnerability affects GitLab CE/EE 9.3
and later through 13.11.6, 13.12.6, and 14.0.2.

Publishe
d

2021-0707

2021-0706

2021-0707

CVS
S
Scor
e

Source &
Patch
Info

4.3

CVE202122227
MISC
CONFIR
M
MISC

4

CVE202122228
CONFIR
M
MISC
MISC

6.5

CVE202122230
MISC
CONFIR
M

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

gitlab -- gitlab

Under certain conditions, some users were able to
push to protected branches that were restricted to
deploy keys in GitLab CE/EE since version 13.9

gitlab -- gitlab

An issue has been discovered in GitLab CE/EE
affecting all versions starting with 12.8. Under a
special condition it was possible to access data of
an internal repository through project fork done by
a project member.

Publishe
d

2021-0706

2021-0706

CVS
S
Scor
e

Source &
Patch
Info

4.9

CVE202122226
MISC
CONFIR
M

4.3

CVE202122229
MISC
CONFIR
M
CVE202122231
MISC
MISC
CONFIR
M

gitlab -- gitlab

A denial of service in user's profile page is found
starting with GitLab CE/EE 8.0 that allows
attacker to reject access to their profile page via
using a specially crafted username.

2021-0707

4

google -- chrome

Use after free in WebAudio in Google Chrome
prior to 91.0.4472.114 allowed a remote attacker

2021-0702

6.8

CVE2021-

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Publishe
d

CVS
S
Scor
e

to potentially exploit heap corruption via a crafted
HTML page.

google -- chrome

Use after free in TabGroups in Google Chrome
prior to 91.0.4472.114 allowed an attacker who
convinced a user to install a malicious extension to
potentially exploit heap corruption via a crafted
HTML page.

google -- chrome

Use after free in Sharing in Google Chrome prior
to 91.0.4472.114 allowed an attacker who
convinced a user to install a malicious extension to
potentially exploit heap corruption via a crafted
HTML page and user gesture.

google -- chrome

Use after free in WebGL in Google Chrome prior
to 91.0.4472.114 allowed a remote attacker to
potentially exploit heap corruption via a crafted
HTML page.

Source &
Patch
Info

30556
MISC
MISC
GENTOO

2021-0702

2021-0702

2021-0702

6.8

CVE202130557
MISC
MISC
GENTOO

6.8

CVE202130555
MISC
MISC
GENTOO

6.8

CVE202130554
MISC

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Publishe
d

CVS
S
Scor
e

Source &
Patch
Info

MISC
GENTOO

gvectors -- wpforo_forum

The wpForo Forum WordPress plugin before 1.9.7
did not validate the redirect_to parameter in the
login form of the forum, leading to an open
redirect issue after a successful login. Such issue
could allow an attacker to induce a user to use a
login URL redirecting to a website under their
control and being a replica of the legitimate one,
asking them to re-enter their credentials (which
will then in the attacker hands)

ibm -guardium_data_encryption

IBM Guardium Data Encryption (GDE) 3.0.0.3
and 4.0.0.4 uses weaker than expected
cryptographic algorithms that could allow an
attacker to decrypt highly sensitive information.
IBM X-Force ID: 195711.

2021-0707

ibm -guardium_data_encryption

IBM Guardium Data Encryption (GDE) 4.0.0.4
uses an inadequate account lockout setting that
could allow a remote attacker to brute force
account credentials. IBM X-Force ID: 196217.

2021-0707

2021-0706

5.8

CVE202124406
CONFIR
M

5

CVE202120379
CONFIR
M
XF

5

CVE202120415
CONFIR

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Publishe
d

CVS
S
Scor
e

Source &
Patch
Info

M
XF

ibm -guardium_data_encryption

IBM Guardium Data Encryption (GDE) 3.0.0.3
and 4.0.0.4 could allow a remote attacker to obtain
sensitive information, caused by the failure to set
the HTTPOnly flag. A remote attacker could
exploit this vulnerability to obtain sensitive
information from the cookie. IBM X-Force ID:
196218.

ibm -guardium_data_encryption

IBM Guardium Data Encryption (GDE) 4.0.0.4
could allow a remote attacker to obtain sensitive
information when a detailed technical error
message is returned in the browser. This
information could be used in further attacks
against the system. IBM X-Force ID: 196219

ibm -guardium_data_encryption

IBM Guardium Data Encryption (GDE) 3.0.0.2
and 4.0.0.4 does not invalidate session after logout
which could allow an authenticated user to
impersonate another user on the system. IBM XForce ID: 195709.

2021-0707

2021-0707

2021-0707

5

CVE202120416
CONFIR
M
XF

4

CVE202120417
CONFIR
M
XF

6.5

CVE202120378
CONFIR
M
XF

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Publishe
d

icewarp -- webclient

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) in Webmail Calender
in IceWarp WebClient 10.3.5 allows remote
attackers to inject arbitrary web script or HTML
via the "p4" field.

2021-0707

izsoft -- easy_cookies_policy

The Easy Cookies Policy WordPress plugin
through 1.6.2 is lacking any capability and CSRF
check when saving its settings, allowing any
authenticated users (such as subscriber) to change
them. If users can't register, this can be done
through CSRF. Furthermore, the cookie banner
setting is not sanitised or validated before being
output in all pages of the frontend and the backend
settings one, leading to a Stored Cross-Site
Scripting issue.

j2global -- myfax

myFax version 229 logs sensitive information in
the export log module which allows any user to
access critical information.

2021-0706

2021-0707

CVS
S
Scor
e

4.3

Source &
Patch
Info

CVE202025925
MISC

4

CVE202124405
CONFIR
M

4

CVE202024038
MISC
MISC

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Publishe
d

joomla -- joomla\!

An issue was discovered in Joomla! 3.0.0 through
3.9.27. Inadequate escaping in the rules field of
the JForm API leads to a XSS vulnerability.

2021-0707

joomla -- joomla\!

An issue was discovered in Joomla! 3.0.0 through
3.9.27. Inadequate escaping in the imagelist view
of com_media leads to a XSS vulnerability.

2021-0707

joomla -- joomla\!

An issue was discovered in Joomla! 2.5.0 through
3.9.27. Missing validation of input could lead to a
broken usergroups table.

2021-0707

joomla -- joomla\!

An issue was discovered in Joomla! 2.5.0 through
3.9.27. CMS functions did not properly termine
existing user sessions when a user's password was
changed or the user was blocked.

joomla -- joomla\!

An issue was discovered in Joomla! 2.5.0 through
3.9.27. Install action in com_installer lack the
required hardcoded ACL checks for superusers. A

CVS
S
Scor
e

Source &
Patch
Info

4.3

CVE202126035
MISC

4.3

CVE202126039
MISC

5

CVE202126036
MISC

2021-0707

5

CVE202126037
MISC

2021-0707

4.3

CVE2021-

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Publishe
d

CVS
S
Scor
e

default system is not affected cause the default
ACL for com_installer is limited to super users
already.

Source &
Patch
Info

26038
MISC

linux -- acrn

ACRN before 2.5 has a devicemodel/hw/pci/xhci.c
NULL Pointer Dereference for a trb pointer.

2021-0702

linux -- acrn

ACRN before 2.5 has a hw/pci/virtio/virtio.c
vq_endchains NULL Pointer Dereference.

2021-0702

linux -- acrn

An issue was discovered in ACRN before 2.5. It
allows a devicemodel/hw/pci/virtio/virtio_net.c
virtio_net_ping_rxq NULL pointer dereference for
vq->used.

2021-0702

linux -- acrn

The polling timer handler in ACRN before 2.5 has
a use-after-free for a freed virtio device, related to
devicemodel/hw/pci/virtio/*.c.

2021-0702

5

CVE202136146
MISC

5

CVE202136143
MISC

5

CVE202136147
MISC

5

CVE202136144
MISC

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Publishe
d

linux -- acrn

The Device Model in ACRN through 2.5 has a
devicemodel/core/mem.c use-after-free for a freed
rb_entry.

2021-0702

linux -- acrn

An issue was discovered in ACRN before 2.5.
dmar_free_irte in hypervisor/arch/x86/vtd.c allows
an irte_alloc_bitmap buffer overflow.

linux -- linux_kernel

A heap out-of-bounds write affecting Linux since
v2.6.19-rc1 was discovered in
net/netfilter/x_tables.c. This allows an attacker to
gain privileges or cause a DoS (via heap memory
corruption) through user name space

media_file_organizer_project -media_file_organizer

Directory traversal in the Media File Organizer
(aka media-file-organizer) plugin 1.0.1 for
WordPress lets an attacker get access to files that
are stored outside the web root folder via the
items[] parameter in a move operation.

2021-0702

2021-0707

2021-0707

CVS
S
Scor
e
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5

CVE202136145
MISC

6.8

CVE202136148
MISC

4.6

CVE202122555
MISC
MISC
MISC

5

CVE202024144
MISC
MISC

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

mediawiki -- mediawiki

An issue was discovered in the Translate extension
in MediaWiki through 1.36. The Aggregategroups
Action API module does not validate the
parameter for aggregategroup when
action=remove is set, thus allowing users with the
translate-manage right to silently delete various
groups' metadata.

mediawiki -- mediawiki

An issue was discovered in the CentralAuth
extension in MediaWiki through 1.36. The
Special:GlobalRenameRequest page is vulnerable
to infinite loops and denial of service attacks when
a user's current username is beyond an arbitrary
maximum configuration value (MaxNameChars).

mediawiki -- mediawiki

An issue was discovered in the CentralAuth
extension in MediaWiki through 1.36. The
Special:GlobalUserRights page provided search
results which, for a suppressed MediaWiki user,
were different than for any other user, thus easily
disclosing suppressed accounts (which are
supposed to be completely hidden).

Publishe
d

2021-0702

2021-0702

2021-0702

CVS
S
Scor
e
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4

CVE202136129
MISC
MISC

5

CVE202136125
MISC
MISC

4

CVE202136127
MISC
MISC

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

mediawiki -- mediawiki

In MediaWiki before 1.31.15, 1.32.x through
1.35.x before 1.35.3, and 1.36.x before 1.36.1,
bots have certain unintended API access. When a
bot account has a "sitewide block" applied, it is
able to still "purge" pages through the MediaWiki
Action API (which a "sitewide block" should have
prevented).

mediawiki -- mediawiki

An issue was discovered in the FileImporter
extension in MediaWiki through 1.36. For certain
relaxed configurations of the
$wgFileImporterRequiredRight variable, it might
not validate all appropriate user rights, thus
allowing a user with insufficient rights to perform
operations (specifically file uploads) that they
should not be allowed to perform.

mikrotik -- routeros

Mikrotik RouterOs before 6.47 (stable tree) suffers
from an assertion failure vulnerability in the
/nova/bin/user process. An authenticated remote
attacker can cause a Denial of Service due to an
assertion failure via a crafted packet.

Publishe
d

2021-0702

2021-0702

2021-0707

CVS
S
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e

Source &
Patch
Info

5

CVE202135197
CONFIR
M
MISC

6

CVE202136132
MISC
MISC

4

CVE202020225
MISC
FULLDIS
C

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

mikrotik -- routeros

Mikrotik RouterOs 6.44.6 (long-term tree) suffers
from a memory corruption vulnerability in the
/nova/bin/graphing process. An authenticated
remote attacker can cause a Denial of Service
(NULL pointer dereference).

mikrotik -- routeros

Mikrotik RouterOs 6.44.6 (long-term tree) suffers
from a memory corruption vulnerability in the
/nova/bin/diskd process. An authenticated remote
attacker can cause a Denial of Service due to
invalid memory access.

mikrotik -- routeros

Mikrotik RouterOs 6.44.5 (long-term tree) suffers
from an stack exhaustion vulnerability in the
/nova/bin/net process. An authenticated remote
attacker can cause a Denial of Service due to
overloading the systems CPU.

mikrotik -- routeros

Mikrotik RouterOs 6.44.5 (long-term tree) suffers
from a memory corruption vulnerability in the
/nova/bin/console process. An authenticated
remote attacker can cause a Denial of Service
(NULL pointer dereference).

Publishe
d

2021-0707

2021-0707

2021-0707

2021-0707

CVS
S
Scor
e
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4

CVE202020216
MISC
MISC

4

CVE202020215
MISC
MISC

4

CVE202020213
MISC
MISC

4

CVE202020212
MISC
MISC

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Publishe
d

mikrotik -- routeros

Mikrotik RouterOs 6.44.5 (long-term tree) suffers
from an assertion failure vulnerability in the
/nova/bin/console process. An authenticated
remote attacker can cause a Denial of Service due
to an assertion failure via a crafted packet.

misp -- misp

app/View/SharingGroups/view.ctp in MISP before
2.4.146 allows stored XSS in the sharing groups
view.

mooveagency -import_xml_and_rss_feeds

Server-side request forgery (SSRF) in the Import
XML and RSS Feeds (import-xml-feed) plugin
2.0.1 for WordPress via the data parameter in a
moove_read_xml action.

2021-0707

ninja -video_downloader_for_tiktok

Directory traversal in the Video Downloader for
TikTok (aka downloader-tiktok) plugin 1.3 for
WordPress lets an attacker get access to files that
are stored outside the web root folder via the njttk-download-video parameter.

2021-0707

2021-0707

2021-0707

CVS
S
Scor
e

Source &
Patch
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4

CVE202020211
MISC
MISC

4.3

CVE202136212
MISC
MISC

6.4

CVE202024148
MISC
MISC

5

CVE202024143
MISC

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Publishe
d

ninjarmm -- ninjarmm

The Agent in NinjaRMM 5.0.909 has Incorrect
Access Control.

2021-0707

nsa -- emissary

Emissary is a P2P-based, data-driven workflow
engine. Emissary version 6.4.0 is vulnerable to
Server-Side Request Forgery (SSRF). In
particular, the `RegisterPeerAction` endpoint and
the `AddChildDirectoryAction` endpoint are
vulnerable to SSRF. This vulnerability may lead to
credential leaks. Emissary version 7.0 contains a
patch. As a workaround, disable network access to
Emissary from untrusted sources.

2021-0702

openvpn -- connect

OpenVPN Connect 3.2.0 through 3.3.0 allows
local users to load arbitrary dynamic loadable
libraries via an OpenSSL configuration file if
present, which allows the user to run arbitrary
code with the same privilege level as the main
OpenVPN process (OpenVPNConnect.exe).

2021-0702

CVS
S
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e

Source &
Patch
Info

4.6

CVE202126273
MISC
MISC
MISC

6.5

CVE202132639
CONFIR
M
MISC
MISC

4.4

CVE2021-3613
MISC

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

openvpn -- openvpn

OpenVPN before version 2.5.3 on Windows
allows local users to load arbitrary dynamic
loadable libraries via an OpenSSL configuration
file if present, which allows the user to run
arbitrary code with the same privilege level as the
main OpenVPN process (openvpn.exe).

pexip -- pexip_infinity

Pexip Infinity 22.x through 24.x before 24.2 has
Improper Input Validation for call setup. An
unauthenticated remote attacker can trigger a
software abort (temporary loss of service).

pexip -- pexip_infinity

Pexip Infinity 25.x before 25.4 has Improper Input
Validation, and thus an unauthenticated remote
attacker can cause a denial of service via the
administrative web interface.

php-fusion -- php-fusion

An issue exists in PHP-Fusion 9.03.50 where
session cookies are not deleted once a user logs

Publishe
d

2021-0702
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e
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4.4

CVE2021-3606
MISC
MISC

5

CVE202025868
MISC
CONFIR
M

2021-0707

5

CVE202131925
MISC
CONFIR
M

2021-0702

5.5

2021-0707

CVE2020-

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description
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e

out, allowing for an attacker to perform a session
replay attack and impersonate the victim user.

php-fusion -- php-fusion

The component /phpfusion/infusions/shoutbox_panel/shoutbox_archiv
e.php in PHP-Fusion 9.03.60 allows attackers to
redirect victim users to malicious websites via a
crafted payload entered into the Shoutbox message
panel.

profilepress -- wp-user-avatar

A vulnerability in the user profile update
component found in the
~/src/Classes/EditUserProfile.php file of the
ProfilePress WordPress plugin made it possible
for users to escalate their privileges to that of an
administrator while editing their profile. This issue
affects versions 3.0.0 - 3.1.3. .

pywin32_project -- pywin32

An integer overflow exists in pywin32 prior to
version b301 when adding an access control entry
(ACE) to an access control list (ACL) that would
cause the size to be greater than 65535 bytes. An
attacker who successfully exploited this
vulnerability could crash the vulnerable process.

Source &
Patch
Info

23178
MISC

2021-0702

2021-0707

2021-0706

4.9

CVE202023182
MISC

6.5

CVE202134622
MISC

4

CVE202132559
MISC
MISC

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

qsan -- sanos

Improper restriction of excessive authentication
attempts vulnerability in QSAN Storage Manager,
XEVO, SANOS allows remote attackers to
discover users’ credentials and obtain access via a
brute force attack.

qsan -- sanos

Use of password hash with insufficient
computational effort vulnerability in QSAN
Storage Manager, XEVO, SANOS allows remote
attackers to recover the plain-text password by
brute-forcing the MD5 hash.

qsan -- storage_manager

Improper access control vulnerability in
FirmwareUpgrade in QSAN Storage Manager
allows remote attackers to reboot and discontinue
the device.

qsan -- storage_manager

Path traversal vulnerability in QSAN Storage
Manager allows remote unauthenticated attackers
to download arbitrary files thru injecting file path
in download function.

Publishe
d

2021-0707

2021-0707

2021-0707

2021-0707

CVS
S
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e
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5

CVE202132522
CONFIR
M

5

CVE202132519
CONFIR
M

5

CVE202132514
CONFIR
M

5

CVE202132527
CONFIR
M

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

qsan -- storage_manager

Observable behavioral discrepancy vulnerability
in QSAN Storage Manager allows remote
attackers to obtain the system information without
permissions.

qsan -- storage_manager

Command injection vulnerability in QSAN
Storage Manager allows remote privileged users to
execute arbitrary commands.

qsan -- storage_manager

A vulnerability in share_link in QSAN Storage
Manager allows remote attackers to create a
symbolic link then access arbitrary files.

qsan -- storage_manager

Absolute Path Traversal vulnerability in
FileDownload in QSAN Storage Manager allows
remote authenticated attackers download arbitrary
files via the Url path parameter.

Publishe
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2021-0707

2021-0707

2021-0707
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5

CVE202132528
CONFIR
M

6.5

CVE202132524
CONFIR
M

5

CVE202132518
CONFIR
M

4

CVE202132507
CONFIR
M

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

qsan -- storage_manager

Improper access control vulnerability in share_link
in QSAN Storage Manager allows remote
attackers to download arbitrary files using
particular parameter in download function.

qsan -- storage_manager

Absolute Path Traversal vulnerability in GetImage
in QSAN Storage Manager allows remote
authenticated attackers download arbitrary files
via the Url path parameter.

qsan -- storage_manager

Absolute Path Traversal vulnerability in
FileStreaming in QSAN Storage Manager allows
remote authenticated attackers access arbitrary
files by injecting the Symbolic Link following the
Url path parameter.

qsan -- storage_manager

Absolute Path Traversal vulnerability in
FileviewDoc in QSAN Storage Manager allows
remote authenticated attackers access arbitrary
files by injecting the Symbolic Link following the
Url path parameter.

Publishe
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2021-0707

2021-0707

2021-0707
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5

CVE202132517
CONFIR
M

4

CVE202132506
CONFIR
M

4

CVE202132508
CONFIR
M

4

CVE202132509
CONFIR
M

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

qsan -- storage_manager

QSAN Storage Manager through directory listing
vulnerability in antivirus function allows remote
authenticated attackers to list arbitrary directories
by injecting file path parameter.

qsan -- storage_manager

QSAN Storage Manager through directory listing
vulnerability in ViewBroserList allows remote
authenticated attackers to list arbitrary directories
via the file path parameter.

qsan -- storage_manager

Incorrect permission assignment for critical
resource vulnerability in QSAN Storage Manager
allows authenticated remote attackers to access
arbitrary password files.

qsan -- storage_manager

Path traversal vulnerability in share_link in QSAN
Storage Manager allows remote attackers to
download arbitrary files.

Publishe
d

2021-0707

2021-0707

2021-0707

2021-0707
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4

CVE202132510
CONFIR
M

4

CVE202132511
CONFIR
M

4

CVE202132526
CONFIR
M

5

CVE202132516
CONFIR
M

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Publishe
d

qsan -- storage_manager

Directory listing vulnerability in share_link in
QSAN Storage Manager allows attackers to list
arbitrary directories and further access credential
information.

qsan -- storage_manager

Improper authorization vulnerability in QSAN
Storage Manager allows remote privileged users to
bypass the access control and execute arbitrary
commands.

qsan -- xevo

Path traversal vulnerability in back-end analysis
function in QSAN XEVO allows remote attackers
to download arbitrary files without permissions.

2021-0707

rocket.chat -- rocket.chat

The Rocket.Chat desktop application 2.17.11
opens external links without user interaction.

2021-0705

2021-0707

2021-0707

CVS
S
Scor
e
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5

CVE202132515
CONFIR
M

6.5

CVE202132523
CONFIR
M

5

CVE202132532
CONFIR
M

5

CVE202026763
MISC

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

sitasoftware -- azurcms

A SQL injection vulnerability in azurWebEngine
in Sita AzurCMS through 1.2.3.12 allows an
authenticated attacker to execute arbitrary SQL
commands via the id parameter to
mesdocs.ajax.php in azurWebEngine/eShop. By
default, the query is executed as DBA.

smashing_project -- smashing

Smashing 1.3.4 is vulnerable to Cross Site
Scripting (XSS). A URL for a widget can be
crafted and used to execute JavaScript on the
victim's computer. The JavaScript code can then
steal data available in the session/cookies
depending on the user environment (e.g. if reusing internal URL's for deploying, or cookies that
are very permissive) private information may be
retrieved by the attacker.

tcl -- tcl

** DISPUTED ** In Tcl 8.6.11, a format string
vulnerability in nmakehlp.c might allow code
execution via a crated file. NOTE: multiple third
parties dispute the significance of this finding.

Publishe
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2021-0702

2021-0706

2021-0705
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6.5

CVE202127950
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

4.3

CVE202135440
MISC
MISC
MISC

6.8

CVE202135331
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Publishe
d

teradici -pcoip_management_console

In Teradici PCoIP Management ConsoleEnterprise 20.07.0, an unauthenticated user can
inject arbitrary text into user browser via the Web
application.

tielabs -- jannah

The Jannah WordPress theme before 5.4.5 did not
properly sanitize the 'query' POST parameter in its
tie_ajax_search AJAX action, leading to a
Reflected Cross-site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability.

webkitgtk -- webkitgtk

A use-after-free vulnerability exists in the way
certain events are processed for ImageLoader
objects of Webkit WebKitGTK 2.30.4. A specially
crafted web page can lead to a potential
information leak and further memory corruption.
In order to trigger the vulnerability, a victim must
be tricked into visiting a malicious webpage.

2021-0707

wp-currency -wordpress_currency_switcher

Cross-site request forgery (CSRF) vulnerability in
WPCS - WordPress Currency Switcher 1.1.6 and
earlier allows remote attackers to hijack the

2021-0707

2021-0707

2021-0706

CVS
S
Scor
e
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4.3

CVE202135451
MISC
MISC

4.3

CVE202124407
CONFIR
M

6.8

CVE202121775
MISC

6.8

CVE202120780
MISC

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Publishe
d
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e

authentication of administrators via unspecified
vectors.

wp-downloadmanager_project -wp-download_manager

Server-side request forgery in the WPDownloadManager plugin 1.68.4 for WordPress
lets an attacker send crafted requests from the
back-end server of a vulnerable web application
via the file_remote parameter to downloadadd.php. It can help identify open ports, local
network hosts and execute command on services

wp-upload-restriction_project -wp-upload-restriction

A vulnerability in the deleteCustomType function
of the WP Upload Restriction WordPress plugin
allows low-level authenticated users to delete
custom extensions added by administrators. This
issue affects versions 2.2.3 and prior.

zimbra -- collaboration

An open redirect vulnerability exists in the
/preauth Servlet in Zimbra Collaboration Suite
through 9.0. To exploit the vulnerability, an
attacker would need to have obtained a valid
zimbra auth token or a valid preauth token. Once
the token is obtained, an attacker could redirect a
user to any URL via isredirect=1&redirectURL=

Source &
Patch
Info

MISC
MISC

2021-0707

2021-0707

2021-0702

5

CVE202024141
MISC

4

CVE202134626
MISC

5.8

CVE202134807
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Publishe
d
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e
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in conjunction with the token data (e.g., a valid
authtoken= value).

zimbra -- collaboration

An issue was discovered in ProxyServlet.java in
the /proxy servlet in Zimbra Collaboration Suite
8.8 before 8.8.15 Patch 23 and 9.x before 9.0.0
Patch 16. The value of the X-Host header
overwrites the value of the Host header in proxied
requests. The value of X-Host header is not
checked against the whitelist of hosts Zimbra is
allowed to proxy to (the
zimbraProxyAllowedDomains setting).

zimbra -- collaboration

An issue was discovered in Zimbra Collaboration
Suite 8.8 before 8.8.15 Patch 23 and 9.0 before
9.0.0 Patch 16. An XSS vulnerability exists in the
login component of Zimbra Web Client, in which
an attacker can execute arbitrary JavaScript by
adding executable JavaScript to the
loginErrorCode parameter of the login url.

zohocorp -manageengine_adselfservice_plu
s

Zoho ManageEngine ADSelfService Plus before
6104, in rare situations, allows attackers to obtain

5.8

CVE202135209
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

2021-0702

4.3

CVE202135207
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

2021-0702

4.3

CVE2021-

2021-0702

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description
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sensitive information about the password-sync
database application.

Source &
Patch
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31874
MISC

Low Vulnerabilities
Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

cmsmadesimple -- cms_made_simple

A stored cross scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in CMS Made Simple
2.2.14 allows authenticated attackers to
execute arbitrary web scripts or HTML
via a crafted payload entered into the
"Search Text" field under the "Admin
Search" module.

cmsmadesimple -- cms_made_simple

A stored cross scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in CMS Made Simple
2.2.14 allows authenticated attackers to
execute arbitrary web scripts or HTML

Publishe
d

2021-0702

2021-0702

CVS
S
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Source &
Patch Info

3.5

CVE202036412
MISC

3.5

CVE202036416
MISC

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Publishe
d

CVS
S
Score

Source &
Patch Info

via a crafted payload entered into the
"Create a new Design" parameter under
the "Designs" module.

cmsmadesimple -- cms_made_simple

A stored cross scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in CMS Made Simple
2.2.14 allows authenticated attackers to
execute arbitrary web scripts or HTML
via a crafted payload entered into the
"URL (slug)" or "Extra" fields under
the "Add Article" feature.

cmsmadesimple -- cms_made_simple

A stored cross scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in CMS Made Simple
2.2.14 allows authenticated attackers to
execute arbitrary web scripts or HTML
via a crafted payload entered into the
"Exclude these IP addresses from the
"Site Down" status" parameter under
the "Maintenance Mode" module.

2021-0702

cmsmadesimple -- cms_made_simple

A stored cross scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in CMS Made Simple
2.2.14 allows authenticated attackers to
execute arbitrary web scripts or HTML

2021-0702

2021-0702

3.5

CVE202036414
MISC

3.5

CVE202036413
MISC

3.5

CVE202036411
MISC

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Publishe
d

CVS
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Source &
Patch Info

via a crafted payload entered into the
"Path for the {page_image} tag:" or
"Path for thumbnail field:" parameters
under the "Content Editing Settings"
module.

cmsmadesimple -- cms_made_simple

A stored cross scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in CMS Made Simple
2.2.14 allows authenticated attackers to
execute arbitrary web scripts or HTML
via a crafted payload entered into the
"Email address to receive notification
of news submission" parameter under
the "Options" module.

2021-0702

cmsmadesimple -- cms_made_simple

A stored cross scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in CMS Made Simple
2.2.14 allows authenticated attackers to
execute arbitrary web scripts or HTML
via a crafted payload entered into the
"Add Category" parameter under the
"Categories" module.

cmsmadesimple -- cms_made_simple

A stored cross scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in CMS Made Simple

3.5

CVE202036410
MISC

2021-0702

3.5

CVE202036409
MISC

2021-0702

3.5

CVE2020-

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

Publishe
d

CVS
S
Score

2.2.14 allows authenticated attackers to
execute arbitrary web scripts or HTML
via a crafted payload entered into the
"Add Shortcut" parameter under the
"Manage Shortcuts" module.

cmsmadesimple -- cms_made_simple

A stored cross scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in CMS Made Simple
2.2.14 allows authenticated attackers to
execute arbitrary web scripts or HTML
via a crafted payload entered into the
"Create a new Stylesheet" parameter
under the "Stylesheets" module.

deliciousbrains -- wp_offload_ses_lite

The WP Offload SES Lite WordPress
plugin before 1.4.5 did not escape some
of the fields in the Activity page of the
admin dashboard, such as the email's
id, subject and recipient, which could
lead to Stored Cross-Site Scripting
issues when an attacker can control any
of these fields, like the subject when
filling a contact form for example. The
XSS will be executed in the context of
a logged in admin viewing the Activity
tab of the plugin.

Source &
Patch Info

36408
MISC

2021-0702

2021-0706

3.5

CVE202036415
MISC

3.5

CVE202124494
CONFIR
M

Primary
Vendor -- Product

Description

e4j -vikrentcar_car_rental_management_syste
m

In the VikRentCar Car Rental
Management System WordPress plugin
before 1.1.7, there is a custom filed
option by which we can manage all the
fields that the users will have to fill in
before saving the order. However, the
field name is not sanitised or escaped
before being output back in the page,
leading to a stored Cross-Site Scripting
issue. There is also no CSRF check
done before saving the setting, allowing
attackers to make a logged in admin set
arbitrary Custom Fields, including one
with XSS payload in it.

getkirby -- kirby

Kirby is a content management system.
In Kirby CMS versions 3.5.5 and 3.5.6,
the Panel's `ListItem` component (used
in the pages and files section for
example) displayed HTML in page
titles as it is. This could be used for
cross-site scripting (XSS) attacks.
Malicious authenticated Panel users can
escalate their privileges if they get
access to the Panel session of an admin
user. Visitors without Panel access can
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2021-0702
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3.5

CVE202124388
CONFIR
M

3.5

CVE202132735
CONFIR
M
MISC
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Vendor -- Product

Description
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use the attack vector if the site allows
changing site data from a frontend
form. Kirby 3.5.7 patches the
vulnerability. As a partial workaround,
site administrators can protect against
attacks from visitors without Panel
access by validating or sanitizing
provided data from the frontend form.

gitlab -- gitlab

HTML injection was possible via the
full name field before versions 13.11.6,
13.12.6, and 14.0.2 in GitLab CE

gitlab -- gitlab

Insufficient input sanitization in
markdown in GitLab version 13.11 and
up allows an attacker to exploit a stored
cross-site scripting vulnerability via a
specially-crafted markdown
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irislink -- irisnext

Multiple stored XSS vulnerabilities in
IrisNext Edition 9.5.16, which allows
an authenticated (or compromised) user
to inject malicious JavaScript in
folder/file name within the application
in order to grab other users’ sessions or
execute malicious code in their
browsers (1-click RCE).

issabel -- pbx

A stored cross site scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in
index.php?menu=billing_rates of
Issabel PBX version 4 allows attackers
to execute arbitrary web scripts or
HTML via a crafted payload entered
into the "Name" or "Prefix" fields
under the "Create New Rate" module.

kubiq -- wp_svg_images

The WP SVG images WordPress
plugin before 3.4 did not sanitise the
SVG files uploaded, which could allow
low privilege users such as author+ to
upload a malicious SVG and then
perform XSS attacks by inducing
another user to access the file directly.
In v3.4, the plugin restricted such
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upload to editors and admin, with an
option to also allow author to do so.
The description of the plugin has also
been updated with a security warning
as upload of such content is intended.

lavalite -- lavalite

A stored cross site scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in the /admin/user/team
component of LavaLite 5.8.0 allows
authenticated attackers to execute
arbitrary web scripts or HTML via a
crafted payload entered into the "New"
parameter.

2021-0702

lavalite -- lavalite

A stored cross site scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in the
/admin/contact/contact component of
LavaLite 5.8.0 allows authenticated
attackers to execute arbitrary web
scripts or HTML via a crafted payload
entered into the "New" parameter.

lavalite -- lavalite

A stored cross site scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in the /admin/roles/role
component of LavaLite 5.8.0 allows
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authenticated attackers to execute
arbitrary web scripts or HTML via a
crafted payload entered into the "New"
parameter.

mediawiki -- mediawiki

An XSS issue was discovered in the
SocialProfile extension in MediaWiki
through 1.36. Within several giftrelated special pages, a privileged user
with the awardmanage right could
inject arbitrary HTML and JavaScript
within various gift-related data fields.
The attack could easily propagate
across many pages for many users.

mediawiki -- mediawiki

An XSS issue was discovered in the
SportsTeams extension in MediaWiki
through 1.36. Within several special
pages, a privileged user could inject
arbitrary HTML and JavaScript within
various data fields. The attack could
easily propagate across many pages for
many users.
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monstra -- monstra_cms

Cross Site Scripting vulnerabilty in
Monstra CMS 3.0.4 via the page
feature in admin/index.php.
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ninjarmm -- ninjarmm

The Agent in NinjaRMM 5.0.909 has
Insecure Permissions.

2021-0707

openexr -- openexr

There's a flaw in OpenEXR's
ImfDeepScanLineInputFile
functionality in versions prior to 3.0.5.
An attacker who is able to submit a
crafted file to an application linked
with OpenEXR could cause an out-ofbounds read. The greatest risk from this
flaw is to application availability.
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A stored cross site scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in
/administration/settings_registration.ph
p of PHP-Fusion 9.03.60 allows
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authenticated attackers to execute
arbitrary web scripts or HTML via a
crafted payload entered into the
"Registration" field.

php-fusion -- php-fusion

A stored cross site scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in
/administration/setting_security.php of
PHP-Fusion 9.03.60 allows
authenticated attackers to execute
arbitrary web scripts or HTML via a
crafted payload.

php-fusion -- php-fusion

A reflected cross site scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in
/administration/theme.php of PHPFusion 9.03.60 allows authenticated
attackers to execute arbitrary web
scripts or HTML via a crafted payload
entered into the "Manage Theme" field.
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php-fusion -- php-fusion

A stored cross site scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in
administration/settings_main.php of
PHP-Fusion 9.03.50 allows
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authenticated attackers to execute
arbitrary web scripts or HTML via a
crafted payload entered into the "Site
footer" field.

phplist -- phplist

Cross Site Scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in phpList 3.5.3 via the
login name field in Manage
Administrators when adding a new
admin.

phplist -- phplist

A stored cross site scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in phplist 3.5.4 and below
allows attackers to execute arbitrary
web scripts or HTML via a crafted
payload in the "rule1" parameter under
the "Bounce Rules" module.
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phplist -- phplist

A stored cross site scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in phplist 3.5.4 and below
allows attackers to execute arbitrary
web scripts or HTML via a crafted
payload in the "Campaign" field under
the "Send a campaign" module.
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phplist -- phplist

A stored cross site scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in the "Import
Subscribers" feature in phplist 3.5.4 and
below allows authenticated attackers to
execute arbitrary web scripts or HTML
via a crafted payload.

2021-0702

phplist -- phplist

A stored cross site scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in phplist 3.5.4 and below
allows authenticated attackers to
execute arbitrary web scripts or HTML
via a crafted payload in the "admin"
parameter under the "Manage
administrators" module.

phplist -- phplist

A stored cross site scripting (XSS)
vulnerability in the "Import emails"
module in phplist 3.5.4 allows
authenticated attackers to execute
arbitrary web scripts or HTML via a
crafted payload.

2021-0702

sulu -- sulu

Sulu is an open-source PHP content
management system based on the
Symfony framework. In versions of
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Sulu prior to 1.6.41, it is possible for a
logged in admin user to add a script
injection (cross-site-scripting) in the
collection title. The problem is patched
in version 1.6.41. As a workaround,
one may manually patch the affected
JavaScript files in lieu of updating.
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wp-upload-restriction_project -- wpupload-restriction

A vulnerability in the saveCustomType
function of the WP Upload Restriction
WordPress plugin allows low-level
authenticated users to inject arbitrary
web scripts. This issue affects versions
2.2.3 and prior.

2021-0707

wp-upload-restriction_project -- wpupload-restriction

A vulnerability in the
getSelectedMimeTypesByRole
function of the WP Upload Restriction
WordPress plugin allows low-level
authenticated users to view custom
extensions added by administrators.
This issue affects versions 2.2.3 and
prior.
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zimbra -- collaboration

An issue was discovered in
ZmMailMsgView.js in the Calendar
Invite component in Zimbra
Collaboration Suite 8.8.x before 8.8.15
Patch 23. An attacker could place
HTML containing executable
JavaScript inside element attributes.
This markup becomes unescaped,
causing arbitrary markup to be injected
into the document.
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